STORYPOINT ANN ARBOR PRESENTS

MEMORY MATTERS SYMPOSIUM

Learning, Loving, and Living With Memory Loss

November 15th, 2018 | 9:00 am - 3:00 pm | Registration begins at 8:15 am

Held at The Kensington Hotel, 3500 South State St., Ann Arbor, MI

We are proud to offer the invaluable insights of renowned speaker Teepa Snow

Reserve your seat today at (734)944-6600. RSVPs must be received by November 9th. Complimentary lunch included. Free for caregivers & families. For professional or educational groups larger than 5 people, a $20 per person fee will apply.

TOPICS (including dementia fundamentals):

Behaviors and Communication:
Reality Orientation, Lying, Go With the Flow, Redirection, Distraction, Validation, Empathy: Confrontational vs. Supportive Communication * Why Do They Do THAT? - Understanding Symptoms & Behaviors in Dementia

Caregiving:
Baby Boomers as Caregivers...And Who Will Care for the Boomers * Creative and Practical Tips For Getting Through the Day * Managing Behavior - Start With Yourself * Learning the Difference between Letting Go and Giving Up * Making Visits Valuable and Positive * Humor and Caregiving - Learning How to Laugh

Teepa Snow

Today’s Voice for Dementia, Teepa Snow is one of the world’s leading advocates and educators for anyone living with dementia.

Teepa’s philosophy is reflective of her education, work experience, medical research, and first hand caregiving experiences. Her advocacy efforts led her to the development of the GEMS® dementia classification model and the Positive Approach® to Care training strategies.

Teepa Snow is an occupational therapist with 40 years of rich and varied clinical and academic experience. She presents with extraordinary expertise and humor to audiences large and small throughout the world.

Co-Sponsored by:

alzheimer’s association®